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EFT™ 2020

THE MOST POWERFUL MANAGED FILE TRANSFER ON THE MARKET JUST
GOT BETTER

KEY RESULTS
Seamlessly facilitate global
compliance readiness with
the most stringent data
security and compliance
requirements including
GDPR, PIPEDA, CCPA,
NIST, PCI DSS, HiTECH,
FIPS 140-2, HIPAA, ISO
9001, ISO 27001, ISO
27017, ISO 27018, SOC
1, SOC 2, SOC 3, SOX,
EU-US Privacy Shield, and
others
Create powerful workflows
with improved automation
flexibility with new event
rule actions; create or set
variables, run PowerShell
scripts, and run subroutines
within rules
Increase speed optimization
of EFT reporting with
rebuilt ARM tables to
improve performance of
report generation
Enhance person-to-person
and person-to-system
collaboration with the
redesigned and modernized
Web Transfer Client built on
a leading edge platform
Centralize account
management for end users,
including privacy settings
and ability to “opt out” of
using personal data
Reduce overhead with a
simplified architecture for
a light-weight deployment
that scales

EFT™ 2020: THE BEST IS HERE
Globalscape’s Enhanced File Transfer (EFT™) 2020 is the eighth
generation of the award-winning managed file transfer platform. EFT™
2020 simplifies the challenge of ever-evolving compliance requirements,
eases the cloud migration process, and supplies much needed controls
for GDPR, PIPEDA, and CCPA regulations. With EFT™ 2020, global
enterprises achieve unmatched levels of simplicity and efficiency while
addressing fast-growing data-centric regulatory demands.
Superbly positioned to support data migrations to the cloud through its
hybrid and 100% cloud-based options, EFT™ 2020 improves product
performance, streamlines FTP network architecture, enhances user
experience, and offers a smoother integration with existing platforms.

GLOBAL COMPLIANCE HAS NEVER BEEN EASIER
Unmatched by Globalscape’s competitors, EFT™ 2020 supports a
comprehensive set of data privacy related requirements. Globalscape is
first to deliver a managed file transfer solution with a GDPR compliance
package that supports your corporate compliance initiatives. It is equipped
with a full set of advanced compliance-related features, including user
rights exercise controls, fine-grained compliance controls, and a builtin GDPR Data Protection Impact Assessment (DPIA) report—all new
industry offerings.
The first step towards GDPR compliance requires knowing where
personal data is stored and transferred. EFT™ 2020 simplifies the GDPR
by providing visibility for scoping compliance and directions for adjusting
your EFT configuration. Each GDPR article (applicable to managed
file transfer) is mapped to a configuration setting that controls EFT’s
behaviour in an easy-to-manage dialog box with drop-down menu options
that an EFT admin would specify.
One could consider the GDPR to be the “super-set” of most data
privacy and security regulations that are out there. EFT™ 2020 can help
businesses’ achieve compliance readiness with a slew of regulations like
PIPEDA, CCPA, HIPAA, PCI DSS, HiTECH, NIST, and others. Today’s
privacy regulations are forcing organizations to examine and address their
privacy risk posture. EFT™ 2020 was built with privacy by design.

ABOUT GLOBALSCAPE
Globalscape, Inc. (NYSE MKT: GSB) is
a pioneer in securing and automating the
movement and integration of data seamlessly
in, around and outside your business,
between applications, people and places, in
and out of the cloud. Whether you are a
line-of-business stakeholder struggling to
connect multiple cloud applications or an IT
professional tasked with integrating partner
data into home-grown or legacy systems,
Globalscape provides cloud services that
automate your work, secure your data and
integrate your applications—while giving
visibility to those who need it. Globalscape
makes business flow brilliantly.
For more information, visit
www.globalscape.com
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Learn more about EFT™ 2020
https://www.globalscape.com/eft-2020

AUTOMATION FOR EVERYONE
EFT™ 2020 includes some of EFT’s most popular advanced automation
workflows available to everyone with EFT-native Event Rules, including
a new PowerShell event rule action. PowerShell is a well-understood
and flexible programmatic framework built into the Windows operating
system. This added feature can handle extremely complex logic into the
context of EFT’s rule builder. In addition to PowerShell, there is now the
ability to create and reuse “subroutines” between many rules, resulting in
easier maintenance of workflows.

THE COMPLETE OVERHAUL OF THE WTC:
IMPROVED P2P & P2S FUNCTIONALITY
Globalscape’s development team did a ground-up rewrite redesigning the
Web Transfer Client (WTC) inspired by design best practices. The WTC
provides a rich and powerful user experience, including a full set of user
profile controls in a centralized account management dashboard. Users
can change their password, update their preferences, and set their data
privacy guidelines within the WTC.
This centralization means users will spend less time searching for what
they want and more time enjoying the efficiency and simplicity the WTC
will bring to their work. In addition, the WTC can now solve the needs for
specific data retention policies, such as keeping files for a certain period
of time past the pick-up link expiration.

POWERFUL AUDITING & REPORTING
EFT™ 2020 presents the most powerful auditing and reporting available
to EFT admins. The product underwent serious speed optimizations
by updating report logic and layout, revamping database architecture,
updating purge and helper scripts, overrides to irrelevant transfers and the
addition of super-fast FACT tables. New reports are now available:
•
•

Session logouts
Privacy reports

›› User rights exercised
›› Terms and EU status changes
›› Admin changes to PD

•
•
•

Negotiated SSH/SSL ciphers
Multiple Workspaces Reports
Detailed Admin changes

SUMMARY
EFT™ 2020 is a high-performance MFT for the modern enterprise. It
is more than just a product for clients—it is a business solution designed
to meet strict compliance requirements, high-volume workloads and
“multiple-avenue” migrations. Globalscape simplifies managed file
transfers and provides unmatched performance that reduces costs and
makes life easier for the administrators, personnel, customers, partners to anyone your organization shares files with.
www.globalscape.com
1.800.290.5054
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